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Abstract

Although several wide-spread internet applications (e.g.,
job-referral services, dating services) can benefit from on-
line matchmaking, protocols defined over the past two
decades fail to address important privacy concerns. In
this paper, we enhance traditional privacy requirements
(e.g., user anonymity, matching-wish authenticity) with new
privacy goals (e.g., resistance to off-line dictionary at-
tacks, and forward privacy of users’ identities and match-
ing wishes), and argue that privacy-enhanced matchmaking
cannot be provided by solutions to seemingly related prob-
lems such as secret handshakes, set intersection, and trust
negotiation. We define an adversary model, which captures
the key security properties of privacy-enhanced matchmak-
ing, and show that a simple, practical protocol derived by a
two-step transformation of a password-based authenticated
key exchange counters adversary attacks in a provable man-
ner (in the standard model of cryptographic security).

1 Introduction

The notion of on-line matchmaking was introduced by
Baldwin and Gramlich in 1985 [4] anticipating a now-
common type of internet service: a job-referral service
matching a company that wants to hire an employee hav-
ing certain characteristics or “wishes” (e.g., skills, level
of experience, salary level, credentials), without advertiz-
ing the job publicly, with an applicant who wants to find a
new job without revealing her/his plan to leave the current
job. Currently, many other internet services require differ-
ent forms of on-line matchmaking capabilities; e.g., internet
dating services. Further, applications of mobile ad-hoc net-
works, such as dynamic discovery of peer nodes with identi-
cal characteristics (e.g., provenance, configuration, capabil-
ities, level of trust) may benefit from private matchmaking
capabilities.
Baldwin and Gramlich provided a solution for on-line

matchmaking intended to support (1) anonymity of users
(i.e., protecting company and job seekers’ identities), (2)
authentication of matches, and (3) joint notification to users
only in the event of a positive match (i.e., a job seeker’s
identity is authenticated to the company and vice-versa only
when the job-seeker’s wishes match the company job re-
quirements). Their solution required a trusted matchmaker
who learned the identities of the protocol users and their
wishes and was relied upon not to reveal them. Analysis
of the Baldwin-Gramlich protocol shows that their solu-
tion can be broken via a simple message replacement attack
(viz., Zhang and Needham’s attack [58]) revealing users’
identities and their desired characteristics to an adversary.
In 1986, Meadows introduced a correct protocol for on-

line matchmaking that is independent of an on-line trusted
matchmaker [47] beyond the initialization step. Although
Meadows’ solution provides privacy for the users’ creden-
tials, it does not aim at providing anonymity of protocol
users, and hence cannot be used for private matchmaking.
More recently, Zhang and Needham [58] developed a

simple protocol for on-line matchmaking providing some
degree of user anonymity and privacy of matching wishes.
Their protocol removes any direct interaction between users
and requires an untrusted on-line matchmaker that acts as
a public bulletin-board which posts encrypted user wishes
for retrieval by all interested users. Specifically, a user U
hashes his/her wish w using a public hash function to gen-
erate an encryption key K. Using this key, the user en-
crypts w and, separately, identity information and a session
key for future communication, and submits the two cipher-
texts to the public bulletin board for posting. Any user can
download any pair of posted ciphertexts and verify whether
his/her wishes match the posted ones and, if so, can ob-
tain the session key for communicating with the matching
partner. Although this simple protocol satisfies the first two
requirements of Baldwin and Gramlich, it does not support
joint notification of matches, since this property would re-
quire the (re)introduction of trusted third-parties [58].
The Zhang-Needham protocol faces two significant pri-



vacy challenges. First, an adversary can launch an off-line
dictionary attack to discover the identity of a user who
posted wishes on the public bulletin board. Because the
wish space must be relatively small to allow straightforward
user specification of wishes and clear-cut matches, an ad-
versary can choose any set of possible wishes, hash them
to produce an encryption key, and then decrypt the pairs of
posted ciphertexts [58]. Thus, exhaustive use of all possible
wishes is guaranteed to uncover a matching wish and the
identities of the users posting it. Second, even if we make
the (unrealistic) assumption that user wishes have large en-
tropy, it is sufficient for an adversary to break the privacy of
a posted wish to enable the compromise of all previous pro-
tocol executions containing that wish. In other words, this
protocol does not provide forward privacy of users’ identi-
ties and their wishes.
In this paper, we define the goals of privacy-enhanced

matchmaking protocols by augmenting the original two re-
quirements (i.e., anonymity of protocol users and authenti-
cation of wish matches1) with new security goals, which ap-
pear to be fundamental to private matchmaking. Our overall
set of security goals comprises:

• authenticity of users and wish matches;

• privacy of users’ identities and of their wishes; in par-
ticular:

– anonymity of users and privacy of wish matches;
– privacy resistance to off-line dictionary attacks;
and

– forward privacy of users’ identities and their
wishes.

These security goals are fundamental to privacy-
enhanced matchmaking (and other similar) protocols. Au-
thenticity is the basis for trust between users that matched
their wishes as it prevents impersonation of legitimate users.
Lack of wish privacy can lead to breaches of user privacy
since wishes are typically specific to classes of users (e.g.,
known specific skill sets and other user characteristics, such
as desired security clearances, can be linked with certain
users and organizations). Resistance to off-line dictionary
attacks is also fundamental because, in practice, wish en-
tropy is fairly low: the space of user wishes is rather lim-
ited and fairly predictable thereby enabling potent off-line
attacks. Finally, forward privacy is also important due to
the durability of privacy concerns: a breach of privacy in a
current protocol run should not cause the break of privacy
of older runs (i.e., by analogy to the basic notion of perfect
forward security of key exchange protocols).

1As pointed out by Zhang and Needham [58], support of joint notifi-
cation of users only in the event of a positive match requires an on-line
trusted authority, which we also want to avoid.

In this paper, we also present a privacy-enhanced match-
making protocol that provably counters any adversary that
attempts to violate the privacy goals stated above. The pro-
tocol is based on a very simple construction that is effi-
ciently implemented using a password-based authenticated
key exchange (PAKE) protocol [10, 21, 35, 36, 40, 48, 50].
In addition, and as a side result of independent theoretical
interest, we show that for any user authentication problem
in which secrets are chosen from low entropy sets, two no-
tions related to our last two goals, namely security against
off-line dictionary attacks and forward security in the cor-
ruption model, are equivalent.2

2 Related Problems

In this section, we explore a variety of related problems
and explain the differences between these problems and
ours. In particular, we argue that solutions to these related
problems are insufficient to solve our problem.

Secret Handshakes. The problem of secret handshakes is di-
rectly related to our problem. Secret handshakes allow two
parties, which are suspicious about each other’s affiliation,
to securely recognize each other only if they have the same
affiliation [3, 17, 52]. When compared to our problem, one
can easily see secret handshakes is a specific instance of
a privacy-enhanced matchmaking protocol (in other words,
the latter is more general problem than the former). All se-
cret handshake problems studied to date assume that each
party uses classical cryptographic (i.e., high-entropy) keys
that are distributed by a group manager prior to any execu-
tion of the protocol. In contrast, the use of low-entropy se-
crets (i.e., wishes) in our problem is an important practical
requirement. Hence, in any secret-handshake setting where
members in a same group are sharing a low-entropy pass-
word, our problem can provide a practical solution. More-
over, a secret handshake implemented from our solution can
enjoy different flavors of communications as follows:

• with full anonymity: users communicate each other as
long as they are convinced that they belong to a same
group without ever being traced (i.e., identified), or

• with privacy-preserving entity authentication: once
users are convinced they belong to the same group,
they identify each other prior to further communica-
tion. or

• with traceability and anonymity: users can be traced by
the group manager while full anonymity is preserved

2Since it is already known that forward security in the corruption
model is stronger than security against off-line dictionary attacks in the
non-corruption model, we only need to show that security definition of
password-based authenticated key exchange in the non-corruption model
implies forward security in the corruption model (viz., Appendix B).



among users.3

However, existing solutions of secret handshakes do not
fit into our problem as we cannot assume the use of high-
entropy secrets, which is a fundamental requirement of all
secret-handshake solutions.

Set Intersection. Set intersection allows two or more parties,
each having a set of elements, to securely learn the intersec-
tion of their sets without revealing elements not in the inter-
section [41, 32]. The major difference between our problem
and set intersection is that set intersection is not necessarily
an exact matching. Therefore, by engaging in an interaction
with an honest user on an input of a set including all possi-
ble elements, an adversary can determine the honest user’s
input with probability one. Therefore, set interaction cannot
provide a secure solution for our problem.

Trust-Negotiation. Trust negotiation allows a client to ac-
cess a server’s resources without having to reveal all the
client’s credentials and disclose the complete server’s ac-
cess policy, provided by the server’s policy is satisfied
[8, 54, 51, 57, 56, 53]. Within an appropriate setting, our
problem can be applied to each step of gradual negotia-
tion to see whether each of a client’s credentials exactly
satisfies each access check of the server’s policy. Further-
more, our solution can enhance client and server privacy
so that their identities are not revealed until the last step
of trust-negotiation is satisfied. Their identities are also
kept anonymous to passive eavesdroppers. However, trust-
negotiation solutions do not consider user (i.e., clients and
servers) anonymity.

Other Privacy-Preserving Problems. Several problems
have been introduced in the privacy-preserving area of ac-
cess control. Hidden credentials [38, 5], oblivious en-
velopes [42, 49, 44, 45] and policy-based encryptions [6, 7]
are relevant examples. However, they focus mainly on the
privacy of entity’s attributes, for example, affiliation, policy,
etc., and do not consider all users’ privacy concerns. In par-
ticular, all problems assume that users know each other’s
identity, while in our problem users’ identities are not re-
vealed unless they have a common (i.e., a matching) wish.
For similar reasons, it is doubtful whether generic two-party
secure computation protocols [55, 37, 33] can provide a so-
lution of our problem; i.e., to date, all generic two-party se-
cure computation protocols are carried out in settings where
identities of two parties are known to each other (Never-
theless, the possibility of applying generic secure two-party
computation protocols to solve anonymous communication
problems represents an interesting open research problem).

3If we equip our protocol with a group signature scheme, we can im-
plement a secret handshake protocol based on low-entropy passwords that
fully satisfies the security properties of the extant notion of secret hand-
shakes [3, 17, 52].

3 Preliminaries and Assumptions

Anonymous Communication Channels. Like most other
privacy-preserving protocols, privacy-enhanced matchmak-
ing requires the use of anonymous communication chan-
nels. Use of ordinary communication channels is inade-
quate because anonymity and hence identity privacy (e.g.,
linking user actions) can be simply broken via eavesdrop-
ping on communication messages. Among other measures,
anonymous communication relies on pseudonym-naming –
a feature commonly provided by most privacy protocols. In
practice, low-latency anonymous channels exist (e.g., Tor,
JAP [29, 31]).
Untrusted Matchmaker. A matchmaker publishes descrip-
tion of matchmaking, roles and wishes. Also, the match-
maker binds a pseudonym to a user’s address of anonymous
communication channel and signs, distributes and revokes
pseudonyms. However, the matchmaker is not trusted with
the privacy of users. We assume that the matchmaker func-
tions correctly.
Protocol Users and Secret Wishes. Let U be a fixed set of
users who may participate in protocol executions. Although
U is public information, we assume that users start com-
municating without knowing any information about each
other’s real identity but only know pseudonyms which are
generated from a set of pseudonyms I. Let W be a pre-
defined set of publicly known wishes. We assume that a
wish is a low-entropy secret and hence that 1/|W| is small
but non-negligible. For simplicity and clarity, we assume
that a user chooses a wish uniformly at random. However,
even when any arbitrary relation exists between wishes and
users, and such relations are known to the adversary, secu-
rity definitions can be adjusted appropriately as long as the
following assumption holds: for each wish w ! W , there
exist at least two users U1 and U2 such that they are equally
likely to use wish w as an input.

4 Security of Privacy-Enhanced Matchmak-
ing

We separate security requirements of our protocol into
two classes namely those addressing on-line and off-line ad-
versaries. Their goals and the means of countering them are
different. While on-line attacks that try to break the protocol
through “on-line” interaction have a non-negligible proba-
bility of success in discovering low-entropy secrets, their
handling is provided by attack detection and prevention of
further protocol executions (discussed in Section 4.1 be-
low). In contrast, off-line adversaries are substantially more
challenging since such adversaries’ off-line attacks can nei-
ther be detected nor blocked. For example, off-line adver-
saries can launch dictionary attacks by trying all possible



wishes fromW on information that is obtained via passive
eavesdropping. Hence, by separating the two types of ad-
versary, we can focus primarily on handling the more potent
off-line adversaries. 4

Definitions. An honest user is allowed to execute an un-
limited number of protocol instances. Further, a user has
a unique pseudonym for each execution (i.e, for each ses-
sion). Therefore, without loss of generality, we assume that
a pseudonym assigned to each execution represents the in-
stance of the execution. Although not specifically stated,
an instance of a user execution of our protocol is always
performed with a new user pseudonym (Also, we use the
notions of sessions and instances interchangeably).
An input of the protocol consists of a user wish, a user

pseudonym, (real) user identity, and a partner’s pseudonym.
For simplicity, we say a user U uses a wish w if U takes w
as an input secret of the protocol. We say a user A accepts
a user B if A outputs B at the end of the protocol execu-
tion, and it means that A has recognized and authenticated
B as a matching-wish partner. We say users A and B inter-
act when they are informed of each other’s pseudonym and
engage in a protocol execution.
We say that an adversary A is given an interaction with

an honest user U who is running the protocol on input w,
when (1) an instance of U is initiated with inputs of wish w,
its pseudonym I , its real identity U and A’s (i.e., partner’s)
pseudonym I ! and I is known to A; and further, (2) when-
ever upon receiving a message fromA, the next message of
the instance is computed according to the protocol and sent
to A.

Concrete Security Properties. The security goals for pri-
vate matchmaking are supported by several concrete secu-
rity properties that counter both on-line and off-line adver-
sary attacks. The concrete properties are summarized in
Figure 1 and defined below.

4.1 Security Properties that Counter On-line Ad-
versaries

An on-line adversary can use a private matchmaking pro-
tocol to detect the identity of a honest user by guessing cor-
rectly a user’s wishes with small but non-negligible prob-
ability (e.g., the probability of a correct guess can be low-
ered, but only to a limited degree, by extending the size of
the wish space). By requiring that the adversary present
his/her non-anonymous credentials to an honest user after
any wish match, the protocol ensures that the user can detect
an unwarranted match (or an on-line attack); i.e., a match

4We choose to model our security requirements using game conditions
[27] rather than realizing ideal functionality. Our choice is motivated by
the fact: (1) sometimes, additional message steps are necessary to real-
ize ideal functionality [16, 18, 21] and (2) sometimes, it is impossible to
realize ideal functionality without extra set-up assumptions [16, 20, 27].

whereby the adversary cannot present valid identity and
wish credentials. Upon detection of an on-line attack, the
user can request the revocation of the adversary’s (anony-
mous) credentials from the matchmaker. Using a signed
transcript of the adversary-user interaction, the matchmaker
requests revocation from the certification authority which
issued the adversary’s anonymous credentials. A valid user
revocation request, would cause the matchmaker to deny is-
sue of a valid (signed) pseudonym to the adversary since the
adversary could no longer produce the necessary (anony-
mous) credentials to the matchmaker after revocation. Thus,
further, on-line, anonymous wish guessing by an adversary
is blocked. Of course, an honest user would not initiate the
matchmaking protocol unless the adversary (or any honest
user) produces a matchmaker-signed pseudonym.
Limiting an on-line adversary’s protocol execution af-

ter an unwarranted wish match requires an initial user in-
teraction with a trusted certification authority. We use an
anonymous credential system (e.g., [13, 22]) so that the
user (or adversary) can prove the validity of his/her creden-
tials without revealing his/her identity to the matchmaker.
This ensures that user privacy is protected with respect to
the matchmaker. All the matchmaker knows is the identity
of a certification authority it trusts. Upon receiving a valid
anonymous credential from the user, the matchmaker pro-
duces a signed pseudonym for a single protocol execution.
The matchmaker also keeps a log of the user’s proof tran-
scripts (T ) along with the corresponding pseudonym (p).
Anonymous credentials are revoked as follows: if the

matchmaker receives a report (i.e., signed transcript by a
reporter and encrypted with CA’s public key) that a user
with a pseudonym p guessed a wish but lacked appropri-
ate credentials, the matchmaker finds the proof-transcript T
corresponding to the pseudonym p and forwards the report
along with T to the certification authority with a signed re-
quest to revoke the credential of the user identified in T .
The certification authority verifies the validity of the report
(e.g., verifies the signatures) and revokes the user’s creden-
tials. Note that at no point of the revocation protocol does
the matchmaker discover the identities of the user and ad-
versary.
In the above revocation scenario, we did not distinguish

between an adversary’s non-anonymous identity and wish
credentials required by an honest user upon a wish match.
In the rest of this paper, we assume that the adversary is only
required to produce a valid non-anonymous identity creden-
tial. An attack in which an adversary fails to produce such a
credential to an honest user after a match would be signifi-
cantly more likely than one in which the adversary produces
a valid non-anonymous identity and invalid non-anonymous
wish credentials. Nevertheless, we note that requiring ver-
ification of the adversary’s (or any user’s) non-anonymous
wish credentials upon a wish match does not introduce any



Security Properties

• Impersonation resistance counters on-line adversary attacks against user authentication.
• Detector resistance counters on-line adversary attacks against user and wish privacy, and match authentication (i.e.,
unless a match occurs, privacy of users’ identities and their wishes are preserved).
• Security properties that counter off-line adversary attacks, namely matching-result privacy, user unlinkability and
wish unlinkability provide privacy resistance to off-line dictionary attacks and forward privacy of users’ identities and
their wishes. In particular, wish unlinkability captures forward privacy of wishes and user unlinkability captures forward
privacy of users’ identities.

Figure 1. Overview of Our Security Properties and Attacks Countered

additional protocol interaction or complexity, and for this
reason we ignore this case for the balance of the paper.
In the rest of this section, we define two security proper-

ties that counter on-line adversaries, namely impersonation
resistance and detector resistance. Essentially, the former
captures entity authenticity and the latter captures identity
privacy.

Impersonation Resistance. Intuitively, impersonation resis-
tance requires that an adversary who is not a legitimate user
cannot authenticate itself as a legitimate user to any hon-
est user. This property should hold no matter what secret
wish the adversary uses in the impersonation attack (e.g.,
even when wishes are matching, the adversary should not
be able to impersonate a legitimate user).

Definition 1 Formally, we say a matchmaking proto-
col has impersonation resistance if, for any probabilistic
polynomial-time (PPT) adversary A, the probability that A
wins in the following experiment is negligible:

1. A selects a victim user V and a target user T from U
and a wish w fromW (A will try to impersonate V to
T ).5

2. Then, A is given an interaction with T who is running
the protocol on input w.

In the experiment, if T accepts V as a matching partner, we
say A wins.

Detector Resistance. Intuitively, detector resistance cap-
tures the identity-privacy concern: given a single interac-
tion of the adversary A with an honest user, H, adversary
A cannot learn the real identity of H unless A and H ex-
ecute the interaction on a same wish. We model this as an
indistinguishability property.

Definition 2 We say a matchmaking protocol has the de-
tector resistance property if for any PPT adversary A, the

5We allow A to choose the wish w, because we want impersonation
resistance property to hold even when the adversary impersonating V uses
a same wish that T uses.

probability that A wins in the following experiment is neg-
ligibly close to 1

2
+ 1

2|W| :

1. A random coin b is flipped. Two random users U0 and
U1 are selected from U and a random wish w is chosen
fromW .

2. If b = 0, A is given an interaction with U0 who is
running the protocol on input w. If b = 1, A is given
an interaction with U1 who is running the protocol on
wish w.

3. When the interaction is complete, A is given the real
identities of users, (U0, U1) and w.

4. Finally,A outputs b! (guessing whetherA has an inter-
action with U0 or U1) and if b! = b, we say A wins.

4.2 Security Properties that Counter Off-line Ad-
versaries

An off-line adversary is eavesdropping on honest execu-
tions and then trying off-line dictionary attacks on the ob-
tained information. In this adversarial model, we introduce
three relevant security properties, namely matching-result
privacy, wish unlinkability, and user unlinkability.

Matching-result Privacy. Intuitively, when given a tran-
script of an honest execution between two users, the adver-
sary cannot learn anything about the matching result of the
execution; i.e., whether two users engaged in the execution
on a common wish.

Definition 3We say a matchmaking protocol has matching-
result privacy if for any PPT adversary A, the probability
that A wins in the following experiment is negligibly close
to 1

2
:

1. Two random users U1 and U2 are selected from U . A
coin bit b is flipped.

• If b = 0, a random wish w is chosen. Then, an
honest interaction between users U1 and U2, both



on input wish w, is executed and the execution
transcript is given to A.

• If b = 1, two random wishes w1 and w2 are cho-
sen fromW . Then, an honest interaction between
U1 and U2, on input wishes w1 and w2, respec-
tively, is executed, and the execution transcript is
given to A.6

2. Finally,A outputs a bit b! and if b! = b, we sayA wins.

Wish Unlinkability. Wish unlinkability captures forward
privacy of wishes. Intuitively, wish unlinkability requires
that the adversary cannot tell in which executions w has
been used as an input wish.

Definition 4 We say a matchmaking protocol has wish un-
linkability if for any PPT adversary A, the probability that
A wins in the following experiment is negligibly close to 1

2
:

1. Two different wishes w and w! are randomly selected
fromW and given toA. Four users U0, U1, U2 and U3

are chosen from U . A coin bit b is flipped.

• If b = 0, an honest interaction between users U0

and U1 on input wish w, and another honest in-
teraction between U2 and U3 on input wish w are
executed and the execution transcripts are given
to A.

• If b = 1, an honest interaction between U0 and
U1 on input wish w and another honest interac-
tion between U2 and U3 on input wish w! are ex-
ecuted, and the execution transcripts are given to
A.

2. Finally, A outputs a bit b!, and if b! = b, we say A
wins.

User Unlinkability. User unlinkability captures forward pri-
vacy of users’ identities. Intuitively, user unlinkability re-
quires that, when given a transcript of an execution run by a
particular user whose real identity is U , the adversary can-
not detect whether a new execution transcript belongs to
the user U . It should hold even though the adversary has
learned wishes used in the executions.

Definition 5 We say a matchmaking protocol has user un-
linkability if for any PPT adversary A, the probability that
A wins in the following experiment is negligibly close to 1

2
:

1. Four different users U,U0, U1, U2 are randomly se-
lected from U and two wishes w,w! are randomly se-
lected fromW . U , w and w! are given toA. A coin bit
b is flipped.

6A stronger notion of matching-result privacy is possible by letting the
adversary know secret wishes and it is achievable by our construction.
However, the current notion is sufficient for our purposes.

• If b = 0, an honest interactions between users U
and U0 on input wish w, and another honest in-
teraction between U and U1 on input wish w! are
executed and the execution transcripts are given
to A.

• If b = 1, an honest interaction between U and U0

on input wish w, and another honest interaction
betweenU2 andU1 on input wishw! are executed
and the execution transcripts are given to A.

2. Finally, A outputs a bit b!, and if b! = b, we say A
wins.

Given all the security properties, we define a privacy-
enhanced matchmaking protocol.

Definition 6 We say a matchmaking protocol is a privacy-
enhanced if the protocol has impersonation resistance, de-
tector resistance, matching-result privacy, wish unlinkabil-
ity and user unlinkability.

5 Protocol Design

We design a privacy-enhanced matchmaking protocol in
a multi-step modular way. First, we take a password-based
authenticated key exchange (PAKE) protocol ! satisfying
certain properties that are useful in building our solution
(We briefly summarize the notion of PAKE and the effi-
ciency of existing solutions in Appendix A). Then, we gen-
eralize passwords into low-entropy secrets (i.e., wishes) and
add perfect blindness by simply replacing user identity field
with pseudonym. It will result in a protocol named “blind
key exchange based on low-entropy secrets” or BKE-LS
in short. Finally, we transform a BKE-LS to a privacy-
enhanced matchmaking protocol by adding back entity au-
thentication (which was removed by adding perfect blind-
ness) in a way of providing entity privacy (i.e., confiden-
tiality). For an overview, our procedure to obtain a solution
is illustrated in Figure 2. We describe each step in detail
in the following sections. Note that we omit the revocation
protocol for on-line adversaries and assume that such an ad-
versary is limited to a single unwarranted wish match (viz.,
Section 4 above).

5.1 Relevant PAKE Security Properties

The PAKE security properties relevant to our protocol
are forward security, result privacy, and tight IND-CCA of
session key encryption.7 For these properties, we only focus
on off-line dictionary attackers which are given transcripts
of executions between honest players. We show that these

7We assume that the reader is familiar with the definition of secure
PAKE protocols and related notation. For details, we refer the reader to
references [10, 40].
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properties provided by a password-based key exchange pro-
tocol (PAKE) and hence a PAKE proven secure in the non-
corruption model is sufficient to our solution.

Forward Security [10, 40]. Intuitively, forward security im-
plies that corruption of a user’s password does not break the
security of sessions keys used prior to the corruption. This
notion has already been introduced in the authenticated key
exchange problem where a long-standing belief has been
that forward security in the weak corruption model (where
the adversary is allowed to corrupt a user’s long-term key,
or password)8 is strictly stronger than security in the non-
corruption model (where corruption of long-term key, or
password, is not allowed). However, in a password-only
(i.e., low-entropy secret) setting, we show that any PAKE
protocol secure in the non-corruption model also has for-
ward security in the weak corruption model.

Theorem 1 PAKE security in the non-corruption model
implies forward security in the weak corruption model.

The proof of this theorem is provided in Appendix B.

Result Privacy. Intuitively, result privacy captures the fol-
lowing property: when the adversary passively observes an
interaction between two honest users where the adversary
does not know whether the users’ passwords are equal, the
adversary should not be able to tell whether the two honest
users have accepted the same session key. If the adversary
can learn that the two honest users have not accepted the
same session key, then the adversary knows that the users’
passwords are different. This notion of result privacy has
not received attention before, because for the authentica-
tion problem, (1) it is natural for two parties to share the

8Here, we only consider the weak corruption which, in contrast with the
strong corruption model, does not allow the adversary to have a complete
control over users.

same password (e.g., in advance, by registration), to inter-
act with each other, and (2) two parties who have already
had a successful interaction are likely to have further com-
munication, so the success of the result matching would
become known to the adversary, anyway. In contrast, the
notion of matching-result privacy is an important security
property of our problem. Also, in further contrast with tra-
ditional PAKE applications, subsequent communication be-
tween two users who had a successful match of wishes is
also supposed to be anonymous. Therefore, in our problem
the result of an interaction between two users cannot possi-
bly become trivially learnable information by an adversary.
Hence, result privacy is a relevant property for a PAKE pro-
tocol whenever that protocol is used as a building block for
privacy-enhanced matchmaking.

Definition 7We say a protocol has result privacy if, for any
PPT adversary A, the probability that A wins in the fol-
lowing game is negligibly close to 1

2
: a coin b is flipped; if

b = 0, a transcript of an honest execution between two ran-
dom users such that their passwords are different is given to
A. If b = 1, a transcript of an honest execution between two
random users such that their passwords are same is given to
A. Finally, A outputs a guess bit b! and wins if b! = b.
PAKE protocols without explicit authentication (i.e.,

with only implicit authentication) satisfy the result privacy
as shown by the following theorem.

Theorem 2 Any PAKE protocol with implicit authentica-
tion satisfies result privacy. 9

9So far, our result privacy notion only considered security against pas-
sive eavesdroppers explicitly. However, result privacy against active adver-
saries (i.e., impersonators) is clearly satisfied by the definition of on-line
adversaries. Intuitively, the definition of on-line attack captures that once
the adversary carried out an on-line attack against an honest user by guess-
ing a password and engaging in an execution with the user, the adversary
cannot tell whether the guess was correct until the adversary corrupts either



The proof of this theorem is similar to that of Theorem 1
(except for some technical details) and hence is omitted.

Tight IND-CCA of Session Key-based Encryption. It is well-
known (e.g., [10]) that a common session key established
between two parties via authenticated key exchange, allows
them to have a secure future communication enhanced with
either authenticity or confidentiality (or both). For example,
by applying the common session key to a symmetric key en-
cryption scheme that has indistinguishability against chosen
ciphertext attack (IND-CCA), two parties can communicate
each other without losing confidentiality.
Let (G, E ,D) denote any IND-CCA symmetric key en-

cryption scheme. Informally, tight IND-CCA with respect
to (G, E ,D) implies that no PPT adversary can distinguish a
ciphertext ofm0 from a ciphertext ofm1, where the cipher-
texts are encrypted with a session key sk (i.e., Esk(mb)) and
messages m0 and m1 are chosen by the adversary. In par-
ticular, we want the highest probability that the adversary
breaks this property to be negligibly close to the probabil-
ity that the adversary distinguishes a real session key from a
random key. In PAKE protocol definitions [40, 10], this cor-
responds to the event that the adversary succeeds with prob-
ability negligibly close to 1

2
+ 1

2N
, where N is the size of

low-entropy secret set, whenever the protocol is a secure.10
More formally, we define a new experiment where adver-
sary A is given all the oracles except the Test oracle ; viz.,
the experiment of the PAKE security definition [10, 40].11
Additionally, we define a new oracle TestIND-CCA as fol-
lows:

• TestIND-CCA(m0,m1,!i
U ): Upon receiving two mes-

sages m0 and m1 and an instance !i
U from A, a bit b

is flipped and Eski
(mb) is given to A where ski is the

session key of !i
U .

Finally, in the experiment, A outputs a bit b! and wins if
b! = b.

Definition 8 We say a protocol ! has tight IND-CCA with
respect to an encryption scheme (G, E ,D) if for any PPT ad-
versaryA, the probability thatAwins in the game of ! with
the TestIND-CCA and given encryption scheme (G, E ,D) is
negligibly close to 1

2
+ 1

2N
, where N is the size of low-

entropy secret set.
Authenticated key exchanges based on high-entropy se-

crets (e.g., symmetric-key based key exchange and public-
key based key exchange) easily imply the tight IND-CCA
property, because the probability thatA breaks the protocol
is negligible. However, this is not trivially true in the case
of password-based key exchange where passwords are low-
entropy secrets because the probability that A breaks the

the user or the session key that the user has accepted in protocol execution
[40, 10].
10This is a standard result of secure PAKE protocols; viz., [10, 40].
11See the summary of the oracle definitions in Appendix B.

protocol is non-negligibly high. However, it can be shown
that most of existing solutions satisfy the tight IND-CCA
property in a non-black box way.

5.2 Generalizing Passwords as Low-entropy Se-
crets and Adding Perfect Blindness

In this section, we modify a password-based authenti-
cated key exchange to obtain a blind key exchange based on
low-entropy secrets (BKE-LS). Our main task is providing
a perfect blindness by breaking the binding between secrets
(e.g., passwords, wishes) and user IDs. Blind key exchange
based on low-entropy secrets is obtained by adding perfect
blindness to a password-based authenticated key exchange
so that it will provide no entity authentication. Here, we
focus on providing anonymity; however, we do add back
entity authentication as the final step of our protocol design
(viz., the next section).
In the password-based authenticated key exchange pro-

tocol, authentication is provided upon the assumption that
there is a binding between user and user ID (a user has a
unique ID value), and a binding between user and password
(each user has one password). (Typically these bindings are
the result of the user registration process.) Therefore, a user
identified by an user ID can be authenticated by password
verification. In contrast, in our problem the low entropy
secret, namely the “wish”, is not used for user authentica-
tion. In particular, a user’s wish is not necessarily fixed or
registered in advance. Here, we generalize passwords as
low-entropy secrets and we call them “wishes”. We allow a
user to use a different secret (i.e., a wish) for each execution
and remove the restriction that the low-entropy secret has to
be initialized prior to protocol execution (as in the case of
passwords).
Finally, to provide perfect blindness, we remove the

binding between user IDs and secret wishes by breaking the
connection between user and user ID. In particular, we let
a user have a new pseudonym instead of its (real) user ID
for the ID field in each execution of the protocol. Hence the
user ID field does not reveal anything about either the user
or the secret (i.e., wish) used.12
To provide wish unlinkability in our solution, we intro-

duce the notion of forward security with respect to execu-
tion transcripts. Intuitively, for any particular secret wishw,
the adversary should not be able to tell whether an execution
transcript has resulted from input w.

Definition 9 We say a key exchange protocol has forward
security with respect to transcripts if for any PPT adver-
sary A, the probability that A wins in the following game
is negligibly close to 1

2
: (1) Two different secrets s0, s1 are

12In fact, the real user ID is never used in an execution of the BLK-LS
protocol. However, the real user ID will be added in a privacy-preserving
way later in the last step of our protocol.



randomly selected fromW and given to A. (2) A coin bit b
is flipped and two users U1 and U2 are selected. If b = 0,
an execution between U1 and U2 on s0 is simulated and the
transcript is given to A. If b = 1, an execution between U1

and U2 on input secret s1 is simulated and the transcript is
given to A. (3) Finally, A outputs b! and we say A wins if
b! = b.

Theorem 3 If a protocol ! is a secure PAKE protocol, a
BKE-LS protocol !! obtained from ! has forward security
with respect to transcripts.

The proof of this theorem is similar to the of Theorem 1 and
hence is omitted.

5.3 Final Step of Building a Privacy-enhanced
Matchmaking Protocol

The compiler transforming a PAKE protocol ! into a
BKE-LE protocol !! and then into a PMM protocol !!! is il-
lustrated in Figure 3. In this section, we briefly describe the
last transformation from a BKE-LE protocol to a privacy-
enhanced matchmaking protocol. The compiler essentially
adds secure authentication between two parties, U and U !.
User U runs BKE-LS !! until it computes a session key
sk. Then, U computes a digital signature " on transcripts
of the execution of !! (i.e., ordered concatenation of all the
messages sent and received during the execution) and its
real identity information including its real identity, its pub-
lic key and the certificate of the public key. Further, user
U encrypts all the transcript, its real identity and the signa-
ture " with key sk, and sends the ciphertext to party U ! with
whom U interacted during the execution of !. Upon receiv-
ing a ciphertext from U !, U decrypts it with key sk and, if
the plaintext is valid, U verifies that (1) the decrypted tran-
script is the same as the original, and (2) the digital signa-
ture is valid using public key of U !. If the verification is all
correct, U accepts U ! as a matching partner. Otherwise, U
accepts no one.

Theorem 4 If ! is a secure PAKE protocol, then protocol
!!! obtained by applying the compiler of Figure 3 to ! is a
secure privacy-enhanced matchmaking protocol.

Proof We give a sketch of the proof that each security
property of privacy-enhanced matchmaking protocol is sat-
isfied.

Impersonation Resistance. If there exists an adversary A
that can break the impersonation resistance property of !!!

with non-negligible probability #, then we can easily con-
struct an algorithm F that breaks the underlying signature
scheme " with a probability at least #. Basically, F simu-
lates a view for A and outputs a forged signature "!, when-
ever A, impersonating V to an honest player T , outputs

a forged, but valid signature "! for a uncorrupted user V .
Then, the probability:

Pr[F forges a valid signature "! with respect to V ’s public key]

is at least Pr[T accepts V ], which is equal to #(k). Since
we assumed that #(k) is non-negligible, it contradicts the
assumption of security of the underlying digital signature
scheme ".

Detector Resistance. If there exists an adversary A that can
break the detector resistance property of !!! (nb. in a sin-
gle interaction) with probability 1

2
+ 1

2|W| + # for a non-
negligible function #(k), then we can construct an algorithm
B that breaks the tight IND-CCA property of !. B is given
Execute,Send,Reveal andTestIND-CCA and proceeds as fol-
lows:

1. B uses its own oracle Send to initiate an instance!! for
a new random identity I ! and simulates A’s view until
the instance outputs a session key sk in the execution.

2. To simulate the last outgoing message (of !!!), B car-
ries out the following actions:

(a) Obtain the secret pw! of I ! by calling
Corrupt(I !).

(b) Choose two different users U0 and U1 from U at
random.

(c) For each case of b = 0 and b = 1:

i. Compute a signature "b by signing a mes-
sage T ||Ub, where T is the transcript of !!.

ii. Compose a message mb = T ||Ub||"b||infob

where infob denotes user Ub’s information.

(d) Then, obtain a challenge ciphertext C by calling
TestIND-CCA(m0,m1,!!) and finish the interac-
tion by sending the last message C to A.

3. Finally, B gives (U0, U1) and pw! to A and outputs
whatever A outputs.

The simulation by B is perfect from A’s perspective for
the following two reasons. First, the parts of !! are simu-
lated by asking queries to Send oracle. Second, for the part
of !!! (i.e., producing the ciphtertext C), B itself learns the
secret of I ! via Corrupt oracle query and so B computes
a correct form of plaintext message (which is perfect since
U0 and U1 are totally independent from I !, the pseudonym
used in !!) and obtains a correct form of ciphertext C via
the TestIND-CCA(m0,m1,!!) query. Also, since B queries
Corrupt(I !) only after B finishes queries to the Send oracle,
!! (i.e., instance of I !) is fresh. Moreover, by the definition
of on-line attacks [10, 40], B makes only one on-line attack.



Compiler

Let k be a security parameter. Let! = (Gen, Sign, Vrfy) be a signature scheme which is existentially unforgeable against
adaptive chosen-message attack. Let {PKUi

, SKUi
}Ui"U be a list of public/secret key pairs generated from Gen(1k),

and assume U , {PKUi
}Ui"U is publicly-known. Let (G, E ,D) be a symmetric-key encryption scheme that is IND-CCA

secure.
The Protocol !!: In !, let IDU be a variable indicating the identity of user U and pwU be a variable indicating the

password of U , and pid be a variable indicating partner ID. Given the input values, namely a wish w, a pseudonym
I and a partner’s pseudonym pI , user U verifies if the partner’s pseudonym pI is valid (signed by the matchmaker).
If it is valid, user U sets IDU = I , pwU = w, and pid = pI and runs protocol ! on those inputs.

The Protocol !!!: In !!, if U terminates accepting a session key sk, U keeps sk. Otherwise, U obtains a random key r

through G(1k), and sets sk = r. Given sk, U performs the following additional steps:

1. Let T be a concatenation of messages that U has sent and received during the execution of !!. U computes:
(a) a signature " by signing a message T ||U , where || denotes a concatenation of messages (i.e.,

SignSKU
(T ||U)).

(b) a ciphertext C by encrypting a plaintext M = T ||U ||"||info with sk (i.e., Esk(M)), where info is U’s
information that includes U’s public key and the certificate of the public key.

2. U sends ciphertext C to a partner whose pseudonym is pI .
3. Upon receiving a ciphertextC! from partner pI , U decrypts it with sk, obtains T !||U !||"!||info!, and proceeds
as follows:
(a) If there is no public key for U ! or T ! "= T , U terminates with a private output #. Otherwise, U verifies

"! by computing VrfyPK
U!

(T !||U !, ").
(b) If the signature is not valid, U terminates with a private output#. Otherwise U terminates with a private

output U ! (i.e., U accepts U ! as a matching partner).

Figure 3. Compiler to be applied to PAKE protocol ! to yield privacy-enhanced matchmaking protocol
!!!.

For the analysis, let Enc0 denote the case that
TestIND-CCA oracle returns encryption of m0 and Enc1 de-
note the case that TestIND-CCA oracle returns encryption of
m1. Then, since we have

Pr[B = 0|Enc0] = Pr[A = 0|Enc0], and (1)
Pr[B = 1|Enc1] = Pr[A = 1|Enc1], (2)

the probability that B wins equals the probability that A
wins, which is non-negligibly higher than 1

2
+ 1

2|W| (by the
assumption), and it contradicts the fact that ! has the tight
IND-CCA property with respect to (G, E ,D). (If ! has the
tight IND-CCA property, an on-line attack can be successful
only with a probability negligibly close to 1

2
+ 1

2|W| ).

Security against off-line Adversaries. Matching-result pri-
vacy, wish unlinkability and user unlinkability are clearly
satisfied by security properties of the underlying PAKE (and
so BKE-LS) protocol. In particular, matching-result privacy
is guaranteed by result privacy of !. Wish unlinkability is
preserved due to forward security with respect to execution
transcripts and perfect blindness of !!. Finally, user unlink-
ability is obtained by perfect blindness of !!, forward secu-
rity and tight IND-CCA property with respect to (G, E ,D)

that ! has.
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A Password-based authenticated key ex-
change (PAKE)

Password-based authenticated key exchange allows two
parties holding only short, human-memorable passwords to
establish a secure session key of high-entropy when they
share the same password. Such a key exchange is authenti-
cated in a sense that it is secure against man-in-the-middle
adversaries. While on-line attackers can guess a password
with non-negligible probability, prevention of on-line at-
tackers is straightforward with other mechanism (e.g., ac-
cess block after consecutive log-in failures), it is not easy
to prevent off-line attacker from enumerating all possible
passwords of small space into execution transcripts. There-
fore, essentially, major security property of password-based
authenticated key exchange is security against off-line dic-
tionary attackers.

A.1 Efficiency of PAKE

Although very efficient PAKE constructions exist [10,
9], they rely on the idealized assumptions such as the ideal
cipher and random oracle model. Those solutions only pro-
vide heuristic security when the random oracle is replaced
by a public function such as SHA-1.
The KOY protocol by Katz et al. [40] and the GL proto-

col by Gennaro and Lindell — a generalization of the KOY
protocol [35] — are PAKE constructions in the common
reference string model and do not require any idealized as-
sumptions.
According to the efficiency analyze in [40], each user

only needs roughly 7-8 exponentiation computations. The
cost is around 4 times greater than standard Diffie-Hellman
key exchange that provides no authentication (i.e., no secu-
rity against man-in-the middle attackers).
Very recently, Gennaro [34] provided ways of improv-

ing the efficiency of the KOY protocol and the GL pro-
tocol. They pointed out that both of the KOY and the
GL protocols use one-time signatures to provide authenti-
cation (against man-in-the-middle attack) which increases
the bandwidth requirement for the message transmission.
They improve the efficiency of those protocols by replac-
ing one-time signatures with faster and shorter message au-
thentication codes. Consequently, assuming a security pa-

rameter of 128, such an improvement saves as much as 12
Kbytes of bandwidth; while one-time signature schemes re-
quire around 12Kbytes key and signature transmission, only
256 bits transmission is necessary for the MAC.

B PAKE security implies forward security

In this section, we show that any password-based authen-
ticated key exchange protocol secure in the standard model
(or in the non-corruption model as opposed to the corrup-
tion model where password corruption is allowed) is also
forward secure in weak-corruption model (where compro-
mise of a password is allowed but complete control over
users is not allowed). For details of those security defini-
tions, we refer to [40, 10]. Recall that we only consider
off-line dictionary attackers for forward security.
Before we give our proof, we briefly summarize the or-

acles used in the security definition of password-based key
exchange [40, 10]:

• Execute(C, i, S, j) runs an execution of the protocol
between new instances !i

C (for user C) and !j
S (for

user S), and outputs the transcript of the protocol exe-
cution. This models passive eavesdropping.

• Send(U, i,M) sends message M to instance !i
U of

user U (if there is no instance !i
U , initiates a new

one) and returns the response according to the proto-
col. This models active on-line attacks.

• Corrupt(U) outputs the password pw of user U . This
models password corruption.

• Reveal(!i
U ) outputs the session key of instance !i

U of
user U if !i

U has a session key.

• Test(!i
U ) is used to measure the adversarial power. A

random bit b is flipped; if b = 0, a random session key
is returned. If b = 1, the session key of instance !i

U of
user U is returned.

Theorem 1. If a protocol ! is a secure password-based
authenticated key exchange protocol in the non-corruption
model, ! is forward secure against off-line attackers in the
weak-corruption model.

Proof Assume that there exists an adversary A break-
ing forward security of ! in the weak-corruption model.
Because we consider only off-line dictionary attackers for
forward security, A is not allowed to access Send oracle.
Then, by the assumption, A attacks ! in the weak corrup-
tion model and succeeds in the experiment with probabil-
ity 1

2
+ #(k), for a non-negligible function #(k). Given A,

we can construct an adversary A! that attacks protocol !



in the non-corruption model by eavesdropping on the exe-
cutions of !, and then outputs a pair of a password and a
user, (pw,U), for some user U that A! has chosen, such
that probability of pw being U ’s correct password is non-
negligibly higher than 1

|W| . The existence of A
! is suffi-

cient to show that protocol ! is an insecure password-based
authenticated key exchange protocol in the non-corruption
model. The reason for this is as follows: informally, if
there exists an adversary M who can correctly guess the
password of any user ofM’s choice with probability non-
negligibly higher than 1

|W| , then we can construct an on-line
adversary O who usesM to break ! in the non-corruption
model, with one on-line attack, and achieves an advantage
non-negligibly higher than 1

|W| . Basically, O simulates the
view ofM and whenM outputs (pw,U) for some user U ,
O carries out an on-line attack against U with password pw
and asks for aTest query for the instance. Given a challenge
key as a response to a Test query, if the key is the same as
the key that O computed in the on-line attack, O outputs 1.
Otherwise, O outputs 0. Then, if pw was a correct pass-
word for U , O always succeeds. Otherwise, O succeeds
with probability exactly 1

2
. Therefore, the advantage of O’s

in breaking protocol ! in the non-corruption model with one
on-line attack is non-negligibly higher than 1

|W| (the advan-
tage of O obtained by using M is the difference between
the probability that M guesses a password correctly and
the probability 1

|W| ). Then, it leads a contradiction and the
proof is complete.
Now, let’s see how A! can guess a password of a user

with probability non-negligibly higher than 1

|W| , by using
A. Adversary A!, playing in the non-corruption model,
has access to the Execute and Reveal oracles, and A,
playing in the weak-corruption model, has access to the
Execute,Reveal,Corrupt and Test oracles. Adversary A!

proceeds as follows:

1. Let L be a maximum number of users that A will ask
for Execute query (L is polynomial in k since A is a
PPT adversary). Choose an integer $ from {1, ..., L} at
random.

2. Whenever A asks a query in a form of
Execute(C, i, S, j),13 if C is the $-th new user
that has been queried in such a form, keep C as a
target user T and answer to A by forwarding the same
query to its own oracle and returning the response
from the oracle. Otherwise, choose a random pass-
word (or find a stored password for C, if one exists),
and simulate an execution according to !, and return
the resulting transcript to A.

3. Whenever A asks a query in a form of Corrupt(U), if
U is not T , find a password chosen for U and answer

13S is a server who keeps all the passwords of clients C.

with it (if there is no record, answer with a random
password and record it). Otherwise (if U is T ), choose
a random password pw1 and answer with pw1.

4. Upon receiving a Test(!i
U !) query from A, adversary

A! proceeds as follows:

• If U ! is not T , A! selects a random password pw
and outputs (pw, T ). Let NoUseA denote this
event.

• Otherwise, if U ! is T , A! proceeds as follows:

(a) Flips a random coin b. If b = 0, A! chooses
a random session key r and provides it toA.

(b) If b = 1, A! sends a Reveal(!i
U !) query to

its own oracle, obtains the real session key
ski

U ! , and provides A with it.
(c) If A aborts, A! chooses a random pass-

word pw2, different from pw1, and outputs
(pw2, T ). Let AbortA denote this event.

(d) Finally, when A outputs b!, if b! = b, ad-
versary A! outputs (pw1, T ). Otherwise, A!

chooses a random password pw3, different
from pw1, and outputs (pw3, T ).

Next, we analyze the probability that A! correctly
guesses the password of a user. For a better understand-
ing, we introduce some additional notation. We let SuccA
(resp., SuccA!) denote the event that A (resp., A!) succeeds
in the experiment of breaking forward security of ! (resp.,
guesses a correct password of a user). Also, we let pw1

(resp., pw2, or pw3) denote the event that T ’s password is
equal to pw1 (resp., pw2, or pw3).
Then, the success probability of A! is the following:

Pr[SuccA! ] " Pr[SuccA! |NoUseA] # Pr[NoUseA] +

Pr[SuccA! |NoUseA] # Pr[NoUseA]

"
1

|W|
#

'

1 $
1

L

(

+ Pr[SuccA! |NoUseA] #
1

L

=
1

|W|
+

1

L
·

'

Pr[SuccA! |NoUseA] $
1

|W|

(

(3)

Then, we can bound the probability Pr[SuccA! |NoUseA] as
follows (nb., for simplicity, we omit the conditional event
NoUseA for the right hand side) :

Pr[SuccA! |NoUseA] = Pr[pw2 % AbortA] +

Pr[SuccA % pw1 % AbortA] +

Pr[SuccA % pw3 % AbortA]

Next, we bound each term of the right hand side in the above
equation. First, we bound the probability Pr[pw2%AbortA]



as follows:

Pr[pw2 % AbortA] = Pr[pw2 % pw1 % AbortA]

= Pr[pw2 % pw1] # Pr[AbortA|pw1 % pw2]

= Pr[pw2] # Pr[AbortA|pw1]

=
1

|W|
# Pr[AbortA|pw1]

=
1

|W|
#

)

1 $ Pr[AbortA|pw1]
*

Second, we bound the probability Pr[SuccA % pw1 %
AbortA] as follows:

Pr[SuccA % pw1 % AbortA] = Pr[SuccA|pw1 % AbortA] #

Pr[AbortA|pw1] # Pr[pw1]

=

'

1

2
+ #(k)

(

#

Pr[AbortA|pw1] #
1

|W|

Finally, the last term of probability Pr[SuccA % pw3 %
AbortA] is bounded as follows:

Pr[SuccA % pw3 % AbortA] = Pr[SuccA|pw3 % AbortA] #

Pr[AbortA|pw3] # Pr[pw3]

=
)

1 $ Pr[SuccA|pw3 % AbortA]
*

#

Pr[AbortA|pw1] #
1

|W|

"
1

2|W|
# Pr[AbortA|pw1]

Let p denote the probability Pr[AbortA|pw1] and q denote
the probability Pr[AbortA|pw1]. Then, by combining three
probabilities that we computed so far, we have:

Pr[SuccA! |NoUseA] "
1

|W|
# (1 $ p) +

'

1

2
+ #(k)

(

# q #
1

|W|
+

1

2|W|
# p

=
1

|W|
+

q

|W|
# #(k) +

(q $ p)

2|W|
(4)

In the event of pw1, the simulated view for A is perfect.
Therefore, the probability that A aborts in the conditional
event of pw1 (i.e., q) is negligibly close to 1 (i.e., q & 1).
Also, no matter how close the probability p is to q, q is
greater than or equal to p. Therefore, by applying Equation
(4) into Equation (3), we obtain:

Pr[SuccA! ] "
1

|W|
+

1

L
#

q

|W|
# #(k)

"
1

|W|
+

1

2|W|L
# #(k)

which is non-negligibly higher than 1

|W| since L is polyno-
mial in k. This completes the proof.


